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Introduction
During my time at City Tech I have learned about Sound 
system design and Stage management but have mostly been 
interested in Sound system design and have gathered several 
skills with various classes that have challenged me. For my 
culmination project I plan on putting my skills to the test by 
acting as the Sound system designer for the department’s spring 
production, “A Cowboy From the Bronx”. This production will 
help practice my skills by delivering several drafts of my block 
diagram, equipment lists, input/output lists and the Qlab 
showfile.

Methods
Several meetings with the Actor to familiarize myself 
with play and cues. Created a Qlab showfile with 
various audio and video tracks. Built several drafts of 
my inputlist/block diagram demonstrating system 
layout using drawio. Also separated times to be in the 
theater and adjust any EQ and quality on different cues.

System Layout

Results
With several meetings with the Actor and going over the 
script several times to make sure all cues were in the 
correct place I was able to execute the show smoothly. 
We had a week of rehearsal and were ready for opening 
night April 7. I had my final versions of the cuelist, input 
list and block diagram. At the end we were able to give 
the actor the final Qlab showfile.

Conclusions 
Overall we were able to execute the 3 day 

show with very few problems. Executing this 
show helped me be more confident in doing 
FOH audio and reinforced all those skills I 
have gathered in previous classes. Also the 
actor benefited from this by having a proper 
cuelist that I made and structured it based off 

the script. Although many problems arose 
with certain clips not being rendered a 

specific format and me not having a lot of 
experience with video content helped me 
gather more skills. I was proud with the 

results and so was the actor, one thing that I 
would have changed if I had more time was 

mic up the SM.
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